Quantum error correction (QEC) is a crucial step towards long coherence times required for efficient quantum information processing (QIP). One major challenge in this direction concerns the fast real-time analysis of error syndrome measurements and the associated feedback control. Recent proposals on autonomous QEC (AQEC) have opened new perspectives to overcome this difficulty. Here, we design an AQEC scheme based on quantum reservoir engineering adapted to superconducting qubits. We focus on a three-qubit bit-flip code, where three transmon qubits are dispersively coupled to a few low-Q resonator modes. By applying only continuous-wave drives of fixed but well-chosen frequencies and amplitudes, we engineer an effective interaction Hamiltonian to evacuate the entropy created by eventual bit-flip errors. We provide a full analytical and numerical study of the protocol, while introducing the main limitations on the achievable error correction rates.
I. INTRODUCTION
An essential requirement for the development of QIP is the active QEC [1] . By designing an encoded logical qubit, possibly using many physical qubits, one protects the quantum information against major decoherence channels and hence ensures a significantly longer coherence time than a physical qubit [2, 3] . A standard measurement-based feedback procedure to perform active QEC consists of probing some observables [1, 4] , e.g. multi-qubit parities, in a non-destructive and repeated manner. Analyzing in real-time the measurement output reveals the occurrence of possible errors which could then be corrected by applying an appropriate unitary action in feedback. Recent advances in quantum-limited amplification [5] [6] [7] [8] have opened doors to high-fidelity nondemolition measurement of superconducting qubits and have already led to successful experiments on closed-loop control of such systems [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, the relevant time-scales for these systems impose important limitations on the complexity of real-time analysis that one can perform on the measurement output. In particular, the finite bandwidth of the amplification procedure, together with the time-consuming data acquisition and post-treatment of the output signal, lead to an important latency in the feedback procedure.
Alternatively, the reservoir (dissipation) engineering [13] and the closely related coherent feedback [14] circumvent the necessity of a real-time data acquisition, * Electronic address: joachim.cohen@inria.fr † Electronic address: mazyar.mirrahimi@inria.fr signal processing and feedback calculation. Coupling the quantum system to be stabilized to a strongly dissipative ancillary quantum system allows one to evacuate the entropy of the main system through the dissipation of the ancillary one. By building the feedback loop into the Hamiltonian, this type of autonomous feedback obviates the need for a complicated external control loop to correct errors. On the experimental side, such autonomous feedback techniques have been used for qubit reset [15] , single-qubit state stabilization [16] , and the creation [17] and stabilization [18] [19] [20] of states of multipartite quantum systems.
AQEC with multi-qubit codes has been theoretically investigated in a few recent proposals adapted to quantum photonics systems [21, 22] . The approach of [21, 22] consists in applying an embedded optical feedback loop for the QEC where each qubit is coupled to a different optical resonator, and the directional coupling between these subsystems is ensured through waveguide connections. Here instead, we exploit the strong couplings and nonlinearities provided by quantum superconducting circuits to introduce important hardware shortcuts and to propose a protocol adapted to state of the art experiments in this context. More precisely, by considering three transmon qubits [23] coupled, in the strong dispersive regime [24] , to three (or one in a simplified version) low-Q modes of a single 3D cavity, we propose an AQEC protocol: by applying some appropriate Continuous-Wave (CW) microwave drives, we produce an effective Hamiltonian that evacuates the entropy resulting from bit-flip errors.
The scheme being only based on the application of CW drives of fixed frequencies, amplitudes and phases (no time-dependence for these parameters), we ensure a strong robustness with respect to small variations of these parameters and require only basic experimental calibrations. Also, compared to the protocols in [21, 22] , we avoid any requirement of directional couplings which greatly simplifies the experimental implementation of such a protocol with superconducting circuits. Indeed, ensuring any directionality in the transmission of quantum information, while avoiding corruption with extra noise, necessitates the development of new quantumlimited devices based on Josephson elements and represents, by itself, a significant experimental objective. Moreover, in a similar manner to the recent work [19, [25] [26] [27] [28] , our protocol is based on minimal symmetry requirements: we only need a certain linear combination of the dispersive shift strengths to be small. Such a symmetry can be rather easily achieved by tuning the qubits frequencies (using for example double-junction qubits and applying external magnetic flux). Finally, by avoiding resonant interactions between the qubits and the low-Q resonators, the qubits remain protected against the Purcell effect.
In Section II, we provide the framework of the AQEC scheme. After a brief overview of the idea behind the reservoir engineering for QEC, we introduce the considered physical system, together with the required coupling regimes. The Section III provides the AQEC protocol. In Subsection III A, we present the idea on a simpler case where only one of the three qubits can undergo a bitflip error. In Subsection III B, we generalize the idea to the complete case where the three qubits suffer independently from bit-flip errors. In Subsection III C, we summarize the ideas and perform numerical simulations that illustrate the performance of the scheme with realistic experimental parameters. In Section IV, we expose the limitations of the proposed protocol through the analysis of major decoherence channels created by various possible imperfections. Finally, the Section V is devoted to a simplified version of the protocol where we only require the coupling of the three qubits to a single low-Q resonator: this could be considered as the minimal experimental setup required for realizing a bit-flip code.
II. FRAMEWORK OF AUTONOMOUS QEC

A. Reservoir engineering for QEC
The 3-qubit bit-flip code consists of encoding the logical states |0 and |1 using the states |000 and |111 of three physical qubits. Starting from a superposition in the code space E 0 = span{|000 , |111 }, a single bit-flip error maps the states to one of the error subspaces E 1 = span{|100 , |011 }, E 2 = span{|010 , |101 } or E 3 = span{|001 , |110 }. We can associate to these error processes, the Kraus operators
x , where p 1 is the bit-flip probability for a single physical qubit, I is the identity on the qubits Hilbert space, and σ the Pauli matrix along the X axis of the k'th qubit.
In conventional QEC, a measurement of the two-qubit parities would reveal the error subspace the system lives in without leaking out any further information on the superposition between the logical states. The quantum state could then be restored by applying an appropriate quantum gate. Alternatively, in a reservoir engineering scheme, we use the coupling to an ancillary quantum system to mediate the evacuation of the information entropy. More precisely, we design a joint unitary operation U SA between the system (Hilbert space H S ) and the ancilla (Hilbert space H A ) satisfying
While the system is already projected back onto the code space E 0 , a rapid decay of the ancilla resets its state to |0 A , preparing it for the next run of QEC. Through our scheme (see Section III), using driven damped harmonic oscillators as ancillary system, we perform these steps of unitary operation and ancilla reset in a continuous and simultaneous manner.
B. Physical system
We consider three transmon qubits [23] coupled to three low-Q resonators. In Figure 1 , we present a design where the three qubits are coupled to three spatial modes of a 3D superconducting cavity. While the qubits are used to encode the quantum information, the resonators together play the role of the ancilla. Following the strategy of the previous subsection, we will map the error subspaces E 0,1,2,3 to the three ancilla states |000 A , |100 A , |010 A and |001 A , where |0 A and |1 A are respectively the vacuum state and the single-photon Fock state of each resonator.
The total Hamiltonian of the driven system can be written in the following form [29] ,
where
Here we note a k (resp. a † k ) and b k (resp. b † k ) the annihilation (resp. creation) operator of resonator k and qubit k,ω a k andω b k the dressed frequencies of resonator k and qubit k respectively, E k J the Josephson energie of qubit k, φ 0 = /2e the superconducting quantum flux. Some external drives, denoted by a,b k (t), may also be applied to the resonators and the qubits. Noting that φ a k,k φ b j,j , the dressed modes a share a much smaller part of the non-linearity than the dressed modes b. This is why we refer to the b modes as the qubit modes and the a modes as the cavity modes.
In the transmon regime | Φ k φ0 | 1 and therefore we can neglect higher than fourth order terms in the cosines. In the absence of external drives and restricting ourselves to the first two levels of the qubit modes b 1,2,3 , the effective Hamiltonian, in the dispersive coupling regime (where the resonance frequencies are well separated), becomes [29] 
In the above expression, we make use of the renormalized frequencies ω a k and ω b k for the resonators modes and for the qubits modes. While the dispersive coupling strengths χ ab kj (j, k = 1, 2, 3) are the key parameters in our QEC protocol, the other self-Kerr and cross-Kerr terms χ a kk , χ a jk and χ b jk are small compared to the these dispersive couplings, as they represent higher order effects. However, as it will be seen later, our QEC protocol is fully insensitive to the contribution of these terms.
Similarly to [25] , we consider the strong dispersive coupling regime, where the dispersive shifts χ k j are much larger than the qubit and the cavity linewidths:
where γ j and κ k represent, respectively, the linewidths of qubit j and resonator k. An additional symmetry assumption
is required to ensure that the QEC protocol does not reveal any information other than the error syndromes. In practice, a finite sum of the dispersive couplings would lead to an extra dephasing between the code states |000 and |111 which could be neglected in the limit
The assumptions (3) and (4) imply that at least one of the coupling strengths χ ab kj for each resonator k is negative. While this is considered to be a rather hard task for a transmon qubit to change the sign of its dispersive couplings, the above requirement could be relaxed by encoding the quantum information in a different subspace than span{|000 , |111 }. Indeed, using the subspace span{|100 , |011 } instead, we rather need to satisfy |χ 
III. ERROR CORRECTION SCHEME
In this Section, we describe in details the error correction scheme using three qubits coupled to three cavities. In a first subsection, we focus on a simple case where only one of the three qubits can undergo a bit-flip and therefore the correction takes place only on this qubit. Next, we will extend the protocol to the case where the three qubits suffer from bit-flips.
A. Correction on one qubit
Through the rest of this paper, we consider the system in the rotating frame given by the Hamiltonian
The considered errors refer to bit-flips occurring in this rotating frame. In this subsection, we restrict ourselves to the case where such an error only occurs on qubit 1 and at a rate γ x . Therefore, we need only a single resonator to perform the correction.
Before getting to the details of the scheme, let us provide an intuitive picture (Figure 2a ). Starting from a superposition state (c 0 |000 + c 1 |111 ) ∈ E 0 (while the cavity mode is in the vacuum state |0 A ), and after an eventual bit-flip error of the first qubit, the system ends up in the state (c 0 |100 + c 1 |011 ) ∈ E 1 . Applying microwave drives of fixed and well-chosen frequencies, we induce an effective transition between the states |100 ⊗|0 A and |000 ⊗|1 A and another one between the states |011 ⊗ |0 A and |111 ⊗ |1 A . Note that, through the choice of the drive frequencies, these transitions are turned on in a selective manner, only when the three qubits lie in the manifold E 1 . Moreover, by fixing the amplitudes of the drives, these transitions which are illustrated by straight-line arrows in Figure 2a , will conserve the initial superposition (c 0 |100 + c 1 |011 ) ⊗ |0 A producing the state (c 0 |000 + c 1 |111 ) ⊗ |1 A . Now a rapid decay of the ancilla resonator resets its state to the vacuum and projects the three-qubit system to the code space. Through the following paragraphs, we will detail the ingredients of this protocol.
Three-qubit manifold selectivity -We apply two continuous-wave (CW) microwave drives at frequencies ω p1 = |ω a1 − ω b1 |/2 and ω p2 = (ω a1 + ω b1 )/2, and amplitudes p1 and p2 . These drives are far detuned from all resonance frequencies and act as stiff pumps in a parametric procedure. As illustrated in Figure 2b , two pump photons at frequency ω p1 convert an excitation in qubit 1 to an excitation of the resonator. In the same way (Figure 2c) , two pump photons at frequency ω p2 create, simultaneously, an excitation both in the qubit and in the resonator. These processes happen in a coherent manner and the oscillation rate and phase can be tuned by adjusting the pumps amplitudes and phases. In particular, we choose these amplitudes and phases to ensure the same rate and phase for both oscillations, leading to an effective Hamiltonian of the form
Here, the second line of the Hamiltonian is derived from the fourth-order terms of the cosine in (2) and after applying a rotating wave approximation (RWA). The Rabi frequency Ω pj are given by
The amplitudes of the pumps are chosen such that Ω p1 and Ω p2 are real quantities both equal to Ω p . Note that, for simplicity sakes, we have neglected the other self-Kerr and cross-Kerr terms χ aa jk and χ bb jk . We will discuss their effect at the end of the next subsection.
Taking into account the dispersive shifts χ and |111 ⊗ |1 A . In the same manner, the pump tone ω p2 only affects the transition between |100 ⊗ |0 A and |000 ⊗ |1 A . In particular, as illustrated in Figure 2a , the manifold E 0 ⊗ |0 A is left untouched: the transitions |000 ⊗|0 A ↔ |100 ⊗|1 A and |111 ⊗|0 A ↔ |011 ⊗|1 A are detuned by ±χ ab 11 from twice the pump tones. Therefore, the strong dispersive coupling ensured by (3) provides the selectivity of the manifold E 1 in the correction procedure.
One can note that, during the correction procedure, the resonator is only populated when the three-qubit system is in the manifold E 0 . By the assumption (4), in such a case the resonator's frequency is given by ω a1 independently of the states |000 or |111 of the three qubits. This degeneracy ensures that the outgoing photons of the resonator do not reveal any further information about the superposition between these two states.
Finally, the dissipation of the ancilla resonator projects the three-qubit state to the code space E 0 and resets the resonator to its vacuum state. Evacuating the information entropy, this ensures the irreversibility of the transition from E 1 to E 0 .
Effective model -Throughout the rest of this subsection, we provide a reduced model and derive an effective correction rate. We start by moving into the rotating frame of
The resonance frequencies being well-resolved (3), we apply the RWA, removing highly oscillating terms at frequencies of order χ ab jk . Furthermore, choosing Ω p < κ 1 , we can adiabatically eliminate the low-Q resonator mode to achieve the following effective master equation:
In this master equation,
While the second Lindblad term formulates the bit-flip errors of the qubit 1, the first term represents the effective error correction. Here, the induced correction operator, c 1 , is given by
where Π 23 |00 (resp. Π 23 |11 ) is the projection operator of the second and third qubit on the state |00 (resp. |11 ). Moreover, Γ c represents the effective correction rate and is well approximated by Γ c ≈ Ω 2 p κ . The simulation of Figure 3 illustrates the performance of this correction protocol. Starting from a corrupted state (|100 − i |011 )/ √ 2 ∈ E 1 , and neglecting further bit-flip errors (γ x = 0), we simulate the system's dynamics before and after the model reduction. By plotting the fidelity F (t) = ψ 0 | ρ(t) |ψ 0 with respect to the state ψ 0 = (|000 − i |111 )/ √ 2 ∈ E 0 , we observe that the dynamics is well described by the reduced model and that the correction happens at the predicted rate Γ c .
B. Correction on three qubits
Now, we consider the case where each qubit j can independently undergo a bit-flip error at a rate of γ j x . Similarly to the previous subsection, we apply two pumps at frequencies ω 
of (5), this leads to the following effective Hamiltonian
where the Ω j p 's are given by expressions similar to (6) .It is straightforward from Subsection III A that the reduced dynamics is given by
Effect of other self-Kerr and cross-Kerr terms -Through the analysis of Subsections III A and III B, we have neglected the effect of higher order couplings between various modes as presented in the third and fourth lines of Hamiltonian (2) . Here, we illustrate that these terms can be fully taken into account without any changes in the performance of the protocol. We only require to slightly modify the pump frequencies.
These higher order contributions could be considered in two parts. First, the self-Kerr terms and the crossKerr terms between the resonator modes
do not affect the dynamics. Indeed, the self-Kerr terms vanish as these modes are never populated beyond a single photon. Similarly, the cross-Kerr terms can be neglected since two resonator modes are never populated simultaneously. Next, the cross-Kerr terms between the qubit modes
yield an identical energy shift to each two states in an error subspace E j . Modifying slightly the pump tones to take into account these energy shifts, we will get the same effective Hamiltonian (modulo the addition of the above self-Kerr and cross-Kerr terms between resonator modes) as in (8) . More precisely, the modified pump frequencies, associated to qubit 1, are given bỹ
Similar modifications need to be applied to other pump tones.
C. Summary of QEC protocol and numerical simulations
Through this subsection, we provide a summary of the requirements for our QEC scheme (presented in previous sections) and we realize numerical simulation to illustrate its performance. We couple three qubits to three low-Q resonator modes as in Figure 1 and we assume the following separation of time-scales:
We further assume the symmetry assumption 
As it will be seen through the next section, this can be relaxed to k=1,2,3 χ ab jk ∼ γ j x . Such a symmetry should be achievable by fine tuning the frequencies of the qubits. Now, we apply six off-resonant CW drives of frequenciesω j p1,p2 given by (10) (with adjusted phases and amplitudes), acting as stiff pumps. This yields an effective master equation of the form
where the Ω j p 's are given by
(13) In Figure 4 , we simulate the above master equation. We fix the decay rates of the low-Q modes to be κ = 500γ x and we sweep the dispersive shift strengths χ ab jk and the pump-induced transition rates Ω j p (keeping their ratio constant). The system is initialized in |ψ 0 = (|000 − i |111 )/ √ 2, the -1 eigenstate of the logical operator σ 2 /κ, this rate is saturated when Ω j p approaches κ. This corresponds to the fact that the entropy cannot be evacuated at a rate faster than κ. This saturation limit can be enhanced by increasing the decay rate of the low-Q mode while the qubit decay rates remain constant. While in principle this separation of decay rates is usually limited by Purcell effects, in practice we can design Purcell filters to overcome this limitation [19, 30] . Note that the second order effect of the highly oscillating terms neglected in the RWA of Subsection (III A) induces an extra phase shift between the two logical states. This phase shift is however deterministic and does not corrupt the encoded quantum information. In the above simulations we take this deterministic phase into account for the calculation of the relative fidelity.
IV. EFFECTIVE DECOHERENCE RATE AFTER QEC
Our first order QEC protocol is not capable of correcting two errors occurring within a time given by the inverse of the correction rate. Instead, it will recover a wrong state inside the code space corresponding to a bit-flip of the logical qubit. This leads to an effective (12) for the QEC scheme when the system is initialized in the state (|000 − i |111 )/ √ 2 ∈ E0. The curves illustrate the fidelity to the initial state for different values of Ωp (all Ω j p are taken to be identical to Ωp). Each qubit suffers from bit-flip errors at a rate γ j x = γx, and the dissipation rates of the resonators are taken to be equal and set to κ = 500γx. The dispersive couplings of qubit 2 and qubit 3, χ second-order decay rate given by (see [1] , Chapter 10)
This decoherence rate corresponds to the ideal case where all the model reductions of Subsection III A are exact. In practice, one needs to take account further decoherence rates induced by the imperfection of the RWA and the eventual breakdown of symmetry (11) . Through this section, we present the requirements to reduce the major such effects to the same order as the above effective decoherence rate Γ 2nd eff . Imperfect manifold selectivity -A major requirement for the protocol to perform as predicted, is that the pump tonesω j p1,2 induce oscillations, only, between the manifolds E j ⊗ |0 j (|0 j corresponds to the vacuum state of resonator j) and E 0 ⊗ |1 j . In particular, the manifold E 0 ⊗ |0 j should remain untouched. As stated in Subsection III A, this manifold selectivity is provided by the fact that transitions between E 0 ⊗ |0 j and E j ⊗ |1 j are offresonant by ±χ ab jj (see Figure 2a) . However, in practice, this undesired manifold E j ⊗ |1 j gets slightly populated due to the finite ratio χ ab jj /κ j between the detuning and the linewidth. This resonator j eventually leaks out its photon carrying information about the logical superposition. This leads to an effective dephasing rate given by
This rate could be understood by the fact that the average population of the undesired manifold E j ⊗ |1 j due to the detuned pumps is given by
. Symmetry breakdown -As stated in Subsection III A, in order to not leak out any information on a given superposition between the states |000 and |111 , we need to ensure a symmetry assumption given by relation (11) . Here, we assume that such an assumption is not perfectly satisfied and we quantify its major contribution to an induced decoherence rate.
This major effect is due to the fact that whenever the system undergoes a bit-flip (rate γ j x ), the protocol performs a transition from E j ⊗ |0 j to E 0 ⊗ |1 j . The threequbit system then accumulates a relative phase (rate 
To sum up, we provide the requirements to reduce the effect of these imperfection-induced decoherence rates to the same order as the second order bit-flip errors. Increasing the pump powers (Ω p 's of the same order as κ's), we saturate the correction rate Γ c to a rate of order κ. Then the rate Γ 
V. TOWARDS A SIMPLIFIED IMPLEMENTATION
Through this section, we propose a simplified version of the above protocol that only requires the coupling of the three qubits to a single low-Q resonator ( Figure 5a ). As explained through Section III A, using a single resonator and two CW drives at frequencies ω p1 = (ω a +ω b1 )/2 and ω p2 = |ω a − ω b1 |/2, one can autonomously correct bit-flip errors occurring on qubit 1. Here, instead of adding extra resonators (acting as correction channels) for the other qubits, we propose to design an effective Hamiltonian which transfers the errors of the other qubits on this first qubit.
More precisely, we apply two extra CW drives of fixed amplitudes and phases at frequencies ω p12 = |ω b1 −ω b2 |/2 and ω p23 = |ω b2 −ω b3 |/2 (four stiff pumps in total). These drives acting as stiff pumps induce effective couplings of the form g 12 (σ Figure 5b , the first term maps coherently E 2 to E 1 and the second term QEC protocol using one resonator described by (16) when the system is initialized in the state (|000 − i |111 )/ √ 2 ∈ E0. The purple curve shows the fidelity to the initial state achieved with the single-resonator scheme. In comparison, we also plot the fidelity obtained through the three-resonator scheme presented in Section III (red curve), and the fidelity without any correction (green curve). Each qubit suffers from bit-flip errors at a rate γx. The decay rate of all resonators is set to κ = 500γx and the transition rates are all given by Ωp = 300γx, g12 = Γc/2 and g23 = −g12/ √ 2. The coupling strengths satisfy χ maps E 3 to E 2 . This induces coherent oscillations between the error subspaces E 1 , E 2 and E 3 . Now taking into account the irreversible correction procedure occurring when the system passes by the manifold E 1 (decay from E 1 to E 0 in Figure 5b ), we end up correcting all possible errors. The oscillation rates between the error subspaces, g 12 and g 23 , as well as the associated phases can be tuned by the choice of pump amplitudes and phases. The choice of g 12 = Γ c /2 and g 23 = −g 12 / √ 2 corresponds to an optimal effective correction rate. In Figure 6 , we simulate such an error correction scheme based on the use of a single resonator and compare it with the previous case of the correction with three resonators. The master 
As can be observed in Figure 6 , the effective correction rate is lower for the case of the simplified protocol. This could be understood by the fact that, at each time, we are only able to correct a single error channel. This is to be compared to the three-resonator protocol, where the three independent error channels are corrected simultaneously. Indeed, the optimal correction rate for this simplified protocol appears to be precisely three times lower than the rate for the three-resonator one. However, for the same reason, the dephasing rate induced by the imperfection in the manifold selectivity (finite ratios χ ab jk /κ j ) appears to be at least three times higher for the protocol based on three resonators. This explains the steeper slope of the curve for the three-resonator protocol on the longer time scales.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented a quantum error correction scheme adapted to superconducting circuits that does not require any external feedback loop, but works in an autonomous way through quantum reservoir engineering. The scheme protects a logical qubit encoded in the three-qubit code against bit-flip errors, using three transmon qubits dispersively coupled to three low-Q resonators. We exploit the strong nonlinearity of the Josephson elements to directly build the feedback loop into the Hamiltonian thus avoiding any need in a directional (non-reciprocal) transmission of quantum information. We have shown that by applying continuouswave microwave drives of appropriate and fixed frequencies and amplitudes to this system, the lifetime of an encoded quantum state can be significantly enhanced. More precisely, numerical simulations realized with currently achievable parameters predict a fidelity to the initial state higher than 90% after a time of the same order as the lifetime of the unprotected system. Besides, we have analytically determined that for the scheme to be efficient, we need only certain ratios to be large in addition to a basic symmetry requirement. Finally, the hardware equipment needed for the correction scheme can be lightened through the use an alternative scheme, which requires to couple three transmon qubits to only one low-Q resonator at the cost of a slightly slower correction efficiency.
